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A Quick Note From Gary...

Uniting Against the Common
Enemy
Regardless of your political leanings, you have
to like one thing that came out of Joe Biden’s
mouth during his Presidential election speech:
We need to come together to overcome our
common enemy, the coronavirus. Not that there
aren’t other “common enemies” (climate change,
gun violence, racial tension, etc.), but none requires as much of a uni ed approach
as this deadly disease.
To use a sports analogy (as I’m often prone to do), our current approach of having
most people rowing in one direction and some rowing in another just doesn’t work.
I learned from watching my son’s high school crew team how essential teamwork is
to achieving success against really tough competition.
Diabetes requires the same kind of uni ed approach. Each person living with
diabetes represents a single rower. But they’re not rowing alone. Friends and loved
ones need to be supportive. Healthcare providers must deliver consistent
messages and helpful advice. And health insurers should be removing obstacles,
not creating them. Everyone rowing in the same direction truly is a key to success.
Getting back to the person with diabetes, there’s nothing like leading by example. If
you’re looking to become a stronger rower, please reach out. The IDS team is here
to equip, educate and EMPOWER you to do the best job possible. We may not win
every regatta (that’s what they call the rowing races), but we’ll certainly be
competitive and win our fair share. Remember, there is nothing we can’t
accomplish by working together.
To you and your family, a safe, healthy and happy Thanksgiving!
- Gary

Gary Scheiner MS, CDE
Owner & Clinical Director
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Recipes for Type 1 & Type 2
Diabetes
Roasted Cauli ower, Chickpeas &
Olives
Instant Pot Butternut Squash Soup
Sour Cream Co ee Cake
The BEST Keto Pumpkin Pie

How to "diabeat" while I Mom so
hard!
A few suggestions for the T1 & T2 Moms out there
that are trying to manage kids while trying
to "Dia-Beat-This!”

Ask Dana: Simple Solutions to your
Diabetes Dilemmas
I have seen a big rise in my blood sugars. Sometimes
for no reason! I am eating and exercising the same –
but, I will say I am worrying more and perhaps a bit
more stressed than I have been in the past. Could
that be making a di erence in my blood sugar
control?
- Heather Greenberg, Austin, Texas

How to maintain mental health
while dealing with insurance
companies
It always strikes me as deeply ironic that Diabetes
awareness month, mental health awareness
month and Insurance open enrollment period all
start in November (Happy birthday to me I
guess?)

Understanding a Diagnosis of Type 2
Diabetes
A common question upon diagnosis of type 2
diabetes is— what is it? What is actually
happening in my body when I am diagnosed with
type 2 diabetes?
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Introducing IDS Connections!
Keep an eye on your inbox this fall as
we roll out a new live community and
education service exclusively for IDS
patients. Connections will bring our
clients and clinicians together to share
experiences, struggles, victories and information around all things diabetes!
Through 20-minute interactive online forums we will share information, updates,
laughs, helpful topics, tips and bring our clients (past and present) together TO
CHANGE THE WORLD!! Ok that might take some more planning, but it will de nitely
help you smile, help you keep motivated and energized and maybe even have
some fun and make new “diabesties”!

Spaces will be limited so keep your eyes on your inbox and register early!
This is an exclusive service for past and present IDS clients, so if you’d like in on
this as well as the cutting edge practical education we o er here at Integrated
Diabetes Services, please contact us to schedule a consultation. LEARN MORE

Diabetes News
What is the Impact of Daily
Physical Activity on
Mealtime Glucose
A recent study evaluated patients' freeliving condition with type 1 diabetes
utilizing an activity tracker and evening
postprandial (post-meal) glucose
control.

Type 1 Diabetes Reversal
Case
A very interesting case of Type 1
diabetes reversal has been reported.
The boy, then 17, has not had to take
insulin for almost 2 years!

Gary’s TRIVIA TIME!
Last month, we asked for the average annual income for endocrinologists.
ANSWER:
$236,000 (USD). This ranks lower than just about every other medical specialty and
is only slightly higher than the average earnings for primary care physicians. The
lack of billable “procedures” is often cited as a reason for the relatively low pay.
Clearly, most endocrinologists are in it because of their passion for treating
hormonal conditions such as diabetes, rather than big bucks.
Congratulations to Craig Sharpe (T1D x 44 years) of Melbourne, Australia, for
guesstimating the correct answer!

NEW QUESTION:
There are many challenges associated
with diabetes and exercise: managing
glucose levels, proper fueling,

monitoring, and proper
injection/infusion sites just to name a
few. The rst organization to support
sports/ tness-minded PWDs formed
back in 1985.
What was the name of this
organization?

The rst person with the correct
answer wins their choice of book from our in-o ce or online bookstore

Click to Submit Your Answers to gary@integrateddiabetes.com
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The Survey Says!
In October’s issue of Diabetes Bites, we asked when
you take your bolus (or your shot) for most of your
meals/snacks. There were 241 responses:
29% 20-30 minutes before eating
34% 10-15 minutes before eating
27% Right before eating
3% While eating
7% Soon after eating
0% Hours later, when my blood sugar is sky-high

Happy to see that so many people take their insulin in advance of their meals. Socalled “rapid-acting” insulin peaks in the bloodstream after most foods have hit
their peak of digestion, so blood glucose levels can spike quite high if insulin is
given at the time of (or after) most meals. However, there are some foods that take
a long time to digest, so it helps to understand how meal type/size/timing a ects
the rate of glucose rise. Contact our o ce if would like to schedule some time with
one of our clinicians to learn more.

New Survey Question:
In recent years, there has been a great
deal of attention paid to the PRIVACY of
personal health information. Now,

some companies are trying to use
downloaded glucose (and other)
diabetes data to study patterns and
learn how to better manage diabetes.
How do you feel about your diabetes
data being used for research
purposes?

Take The Survey!

Announcing: Our New
Spanish Website!
¡Estamos orgullosos de anunciar que
nuestro nuevo sitio web de Servicios
Integrados de Diabetes en español ya
está disponible! A medida que
continuamos ofreciendo más servicios
a una audiencia global más amplia,
estamos emocionados de ver crecer
nuestro sitio web y atender a todos los
hablantes de español.
(USA) 877-735-3648
fuera de los Estados Unidos: 001-610642-6055

Compruébalo aquí

Full of Thanks
I am not a clinician, but an honorary one, by way
of listening. I have gained knowledge by asking
questions to our extraordinary team (sometimes
over and over) and just overhearing how they
impart their education to our patients is
exceptional. What a gift for me!
This is a tough month for us. Our Thanksgiving
table, no doubt will look very di erent for many
of us. Mine for sure, for numerous reasons. Two family members are in the
hospital because of Covid. I am making this part of my newsletter personal. I urge
you to be extra careful.
It has been a tough November, and with rising numbers of Covid cases all over the
world, it goes without saying this is challenging for the diabetes community. Please
call our o ce 610-642-6055 or email me at nancy@integrateddiabetes.com for

information about our services. We can and will address your concerns and help.
Our website integrateddiabetes.com is a wonderful resource.
This is a time to be grateful for whatever we can muster up. I am so fortunate to be
part of the IDS team, I would like to share my good fortune with you.
Be SAFE.
Best Always,
Nancy

Would you recommend us to a friend?
Let Us Know What You Think!
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Advertising Opportunities

About Us
Integrated Diabetes Services

We o er a number of promotional
opportunities for reaching the diabetes
marketplace, with a focus on patients and
healthcare providers who utilize intensive
insulin therapy.

provides diabetes education and
management consulting inperson or remotely via phone
and the internet for children and
adults.

Website Advertising
Blog Advertising / editorial

Our blog, Thinking Like a
Pancreashighlights articles from

Newsletter Advertising / Editorial

our own sta .

Diabetes Bites Monthly Newsletter is
published electronically by Integrated
Diabetes Services and distributed to more
than 10,000 individuals in the diabetes
community.

SHARE TO FACEBOOK

Type-1 Universityis the webbased school of higher learning
for insulin users. Live and prerecorded courses on a variety of
topics.

SHARE TO TWITTER

Integrated Diabetes Services
333 E. Lancaster Ave. (suite #204), Wynnewood
PA 19096 United States
(USA) 877-735-3648
Outside the US: 001-610-642-6055
Español: 435-255-1923
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